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CELEBRATIONS  |  KAREN AND SAM

With out-of-this-world floral displays, a TeamLab-inspired 
installation and a surprise duet by singer Joey Yung and the bride, 

the wedding of Karen Li and Sam Lau was an unforgettable 
occasion, writes Rachel Duffell

The Wow Factor
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hen Karen Li and Sam Lau 
became engaged at the end 

of 2017 while on holiday in 
the Seychelles, Karen already 

had a few ideas in mind as to 
how their big day might pan out. She admits 
that some of her proposals were “wild,” but 
when executed with the help of an expert 
team, they certainly made for an exceptional, 
one-of-a-kind wedding party.

The couple celebrated their nuptials in 
Hong Kong in December 2018, choosing 
the popular Grand Hyatt Hong Kong as the 
venue. “We have always loved this hotel 
because they deliver the absolute best 
wedding dishes in Hong Kong,” says Karen. 
“Sam and I are both foodies and we care a lot 
about the quality of food served, and so the 
Grand Hyatt was an obvious choice.”

However, aware that many friends had also 
celebrated there, they wanted to ensure that 
their wedding stood out. “We wanted our 
guests to forget they were attending a Grand 
Hyatt wedding, and thus we put a lot of effort 
into our decorations,” says Karen.

The bride had a vision of what she 
wanted and enlisted decorator The Wood 
to help execute it. “Instead of having a floral 
entrance, which seems to be the trend over 
the past few years, our wedding entrance 
was inspired by TeamLab (the Japan-based 
digital art collective), but with flowers added 
between the artistic light bulb arrangement 
to lend it a romantic vibe,” says Karen of 
the dramatic entrance through which guests 
passed, pausing, of course, for photographs.

The teamLab tunnel led the couple’s family 
and friends into a reception space styled like a 
French garden, lush with greenery and pastel-
hued flowers, featuring an LED carousel 
display of Karen and Sam’s pre-wedding 
photos encircled by gold arches with floral 
accents and interspersed with cake pops. 
There was also an interactive perfume bar 
where guests could create their own scents 
before the banquet. “Initially I thought only 
women would be interested, but it turned out 
that a lot of men made perfumes to take home 
for their wives and daughters,” says Karen.

Moving into the grand ballroom, guests 
were greeted by a striking floral ceiling 
installation with mechanical moving clouds, 
as well as 3D mapping projections on the 
walls and the stage backdrop. With French-
styled centrepieces on each table, floral-
covered pillars either side of the stage, 

CELEBRATIONS  |  KAREN AND SAM
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CELEBRATIONS  |  KAREN AND SAM

“Once you have engaged your 
vendors of choice, trust them 
and give them the liberty to 

work magic for your wedding”
—Karen & Sam

WEDDING DETAILS
 

BRIDE’S OUTFITS: Monique Lhuillier gown with 
Cartier jewellery for the cocktail reception; Oscar 
de la Renta gown and veil with Cartier jewellery 
and an antique tiara from Cartier, circa 1935, for 
the walk into the ballroom; custom-made Vivian 

Luk gown with Graff jewellery for toasting 

BRIDE’S SHOES: Jimmy Choo

GROOM’S OUTFIT: Bespoke Brioni tuxedo with 
Stefano Ricci bow tie and cummerbund

GROOM’S SHOES: Brioni

WEDDING PLANNER: White Bridal Salon

DECORATION: The Wood

VENUE: Grand Hyatt Hong Kong

WEDDING DAY PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO:  
Johnny Productions

PRE-WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY:  

Jada Poon Photography

LIVE MUSIC: ME2 Productions

HAIR: Heibie Mok at Hair Culture

MAKE-UP: Little White

EMCEES: Robyn Lamsam-Convery and Oscar Lee

BRIDAL FLOWERS: JF Floral Couture

INVITATIONS AND WEDDING FAVOUR DESIGN:  
Flare Paper n’ Style

CAKE POPS: The Symphony Designer Cakes
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beautifully crafted menus and elegantly packaged 
wedding favours, no detail had been overlooked, and 
everything had been created especially for the couple.

Even the couple’s experienced event planner, Joan 
Auyang of White Bridal Salon, was in awe. “The 
decorations were extraordinary. The end result was 
a beautiful and eye-opening transformation of the 
entire venue,” says Joan.

Choosing the right people to execute your vision 
is essential, but giving them the freedom to do what 
they do best can elevate it from outstanding to out  
of this world.

“They are the professionals; don’t doubt their 
speciality,” says Karen. “I gave a lot of room to all my 
vendors and trusted their professionalism, and they 
did not disappoint.”

“We had an amazing group of wedding vendors 
who are so talented and passionate in what they do 
and this made the planning process ultra-smooth, not 
to mention lots of fun,” adds Joan. “Given the trust 
and freedom the couple gave to each vendor, many  
of the things done or created for them were a first.”

Joan worked with Karen and the other vendors  
to ensure that everything went smoothly in the  
run-up to the wedding and on the night itself.  
Joan had come highly recommended from friends  
for her meticulous and detail-oriented approach. 
Having a planner proved a sage move. 

“With Joan on board I did not have to worry about 
all the nitty-gritty minor things,” says Karen.

One thing she did have to worry about, though, 
was what to wear. “I learned that what fits well on 
someone else might not look good on you, so pick 
something that best fits you. It is you who are wearing 
the dress; don’t let the dress wear you,” she advises. 

Karen settled on a blush Monique Lhuillier dress 
chosen by her mother for the cocktail reception, and 
changed into an elegant Oscar de la Renta dress for 
the walk into the ballroom. Her final outfit of the 
evening was a custom-made red gown by Vivian Luk. 
“This was my favourite. It was filled with layers of 
tulle to create a soft effect but it ended up looking 
quite wow.”

The evening went without a hitch—and with a 
number of highlights, including singer Joey Yung 
inviting Karen to take the stage with her. 

“She was one of our invited guests and I honestly 
wasn’t expecting her to sing that night. It was my 
honour to have her sing, but it was an even greater 
pleasure to sing a duet with her,” says Karen.

The groom couldn’t believe that it was unplanned, 
given how seamlessly Joey and Karen pulled it off. 
“I sang without any advance notice and without any 
lyrics and, honestly, I was shaking the entire time,” 
says Karen. But, like the rest of the evening, “it was 
such a memorable experience.” 
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LAURA AND HIRO  |  CELEBRATIONS

Temple of Love
Laura Li and Hiro Kinoshita’s wedding may have been held  

at a temple, but creative touches and surprise performances made  
it anything but traditional, writes Christina Ko

avish yet intimate, 
visually breathtaking yet 
thoroughly down to earth 
and individual, Laura 
Li and Hiro Kinoshita’s 

wedding was an event to remember, not 
only for the bride and groom, but also 
for the 120 guests who made their way to 
the historic city of Kyoto. 

The couple had become engaged just 
over a year before the wedding, having 
met while working at local PR and events 
house Social Capital. “We had planned 
a trip to the Amalfi Coast for Laura’s 
birthday and I just needed to find the 
right date on the trip,” says Hiro. “We 
were looking at booking sites for hotels 

in the Ravello area, and when we looked 
at one of them, Laura reacted really 
happily. There’s a terrace there with a 
really great view. Behind is the sky and 
ocean, and during sunset the sky is  
azure blue with a pinkish colour from  
the gardens. 

“I had thought about this whole 
colour palette before. I had designed her 
ring, but the box it came in was so ugly, 
so I ran to the Hermès store in Central 
hours before the flight and I said, ‘I have 
to propose to this beautiful girl,’ and I 
bought and tied a Twilly around the ring 
that was exactly the colour palette I had 
imagined for the Ravello location. I think 
it went really well, because she said yes.”
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CELEBRATIONS  |  LAURA AND HIRO

The engagement kicked off a global tour 
that reads more like a bucket list than venue 
hunting. It took them to Italian countryside 
villas, Hawaiian hotel hideaways and all 
across Hiro’s native Japan, from Hiroshima 
to Karuizawa, before the couple decided on 
Kyoto’s Shogunzuka Seiryuden, a mountaintop 
temple that, according to legend, is where the 
city was founded. 

The wedding was set for a Saturday 
evening. Most of the guests arrived in time to 
dress for Friday’s rehearsal dinner, which took 
place at a venue in picturesque Maruyama 
Park. The dress code was “kimono optional.” 
“We’re in Kyoto, so we wanted to give people 
an opportunity to wear a kimono, something 
fun to do,” says Laura. “And we wanted a 
place that was traditional to go with it.” 

Most guests took the opportunity to dress 
in traditional costumes in a riot of colours and 
patterns. The bride wore an heirloom kimono 
that had belonged to Hiro’s grandmother. 
It was cotton-candy pink and featured an 
intricately embroidered peacock. During the 
evening, guests gained appreciation of kaiseki 
cuisine—and a lot of appreciation for those 
who wear the admittedly uncomfortable 
garments on a regular basis.



After dinner, it was back to the hotel to 
change for drinks in the lobby bar. While the 
bride and groom had committed to sleeping 
in different rooms that night, they were not 
parted so easily, sneaking in a visit to Family 
Mart for a midnight snack before reluctantly 
separating till the big day.

The ceremony was timed to start at sunset 
and, after days of dreariness, the sun granted 
the couple a dramatic dusk. As the opening 
bars of What a Difference a Day Makes  
began to play, Laura’s father escorted her 
down the aisle.

“I had forgotten how special the venue 
was,” says Laura. “We were so deep into 
wedding planning, so used to the venue, then 
on the ride up with the bridesmaids, the girls 
were like, ‘Wow!’ And I only saw the final set-
up while walking down the aisle. My favourite 
moment was walking down the aisle to meet 
Hiro with our favourite songs playing.”

The ceremony was officiated by the 
couple’s close friend and unintentional 
matchmaker, former boss Fed Tan. Laura 
and Hiro exchanged vows they had written 
themselves as the sky progressed from blue  
to blazing orange and flocks of birds  
soared above. 

Dinner took place in the temple proper, 
and while the meal could have leaned 
towards formal, the solemn environment was 
tempered by speeches both heart-warming 
and hilarious—from the maid of honour, the 
bride’s sister Vanessa; the best man, Thierry 
Mandonnaud; the groomsmen; and the bride’s 
father, who shared stories from Laura’s  
“free-spirited and creative” childhood that 
may or may not have included trips to 
the principal’s office for pouring water on 
unsuspecting teachers from the window of 
the girls’ bathroom.

These were far from the only tongue-
in-cheek moments. In lieu of speeches, the 
bridesmaids—clad in separates designed by 
the bride with her friend Sean K that included 
a cropped T-shirt they had hand-dyed grey 
and custom-made skirts in a Japanese fabric—
donned motorcycle jackets and gaudy gold 
chains to perform their version of the hip-
hop song Ignition, poking fun at the couple. 
“Sipping matcha and rum, they’re like ‘Oh it’s 
so yum,’ it’s the freaking weekend baby, we’re 
’bout to Netflix and fun,” they sang.
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WEDDING DETAILS
 

BRIDE’S OUTFITS: A kua that belonged to Laura’s 
great grandmother (her father’s grandmother) 
for the tea ceremony; a custom-made gown 

by Vivienne Westwood and veil from One Day, 
available at The Loft Bridal, for the wedding 

ceremony; a gold Chinese dress that belonged 
to Laura’s maternal grandmother for the 

banquet; a polka-dot gown by Johanna Ortiz  
for the after-party

BRIDE’S SHOES: Manolo Blahnik shoes for the 
wedding ceremony and banquet; Balenciaga  

for the after-party

TIMEPIECE WORN BY THE BRIDE: Vintage Patek 
Philippe, a wedding gift from the groom’s mother

JEWELLERY: Earrings, tennis bracelets, 
engagement ring and bride’s wedding band are 

all custom-made by Foo Hang Jewellery

GROOM’S OUTFIT: Double-breasted midnight navy 
tuxedo by Orazio Luciano in Italy; custom-made 
shirt; bow tie by Drakes in the UK; braces from 
The Armoury in Hong Kong; and antique studs 

that were a gift from the Li family

SHOES: Bowhill & Elliott in the UK

GROOM’S WEDDING BAND: Tiffany & Co

WEDDING PLANNER: Michele Li (The Wedding 
Company) in Hong Kong and Yukari Ueno (Libra 

Weddings) in Japan

HAIR: Eddie Wong from Il Colpo HK

MAKE-UP: Haru 

NAILS: “Kinoshita Nails” designed by the bride 

VENUE: Shogunzuka Seiryuden 

CATERING: Hotel Okura

FLORIST: Valflor Kyoto

ENTERTAINMENT: Jazz band arranged by Namy

WEDDING CAKE: Concept by Laura and Hiro,  
with Jason Licker as consultant and execution 

by Hotel Okura

PHOTOGRAPHY: Zuzu Birkhof and KC Chan

VIDEOGRAPHY: KC Chan and team

INVITATIONS: Thirty30 Creative

One bridesmaid, a childhood friend of Laura, missed the whole 
show; interior designer extraordinaire Joyce Wang was heavily 
pregnant and unable to travel. She made her presence (and artistic 
hand) felt with a surprise film she created with best man Thierry 
parodying the new Mr and Mrs Kinoshita’s relationship, from their 
childhood fashion quirks to their domestic squabbles to Hiro’s 
idiosyncratic “air golfing.” 

When dinner ended, the guests grabbed their wedding 
favours—scarves designed by CJW emblazoned with sketches of 
the couple’s favourite items, including Reebok sneakers, avocados 
and, of course, matcha lattes—and boarded buses bound for the 
after-party venue, Oil. Hiro’s friends Kazu and Hachan manned the 
decks, only to be interrupted by another friend, singer-songwriter 
Adrian Fu, who took a seat on the piano bench to serenade the 
party. Champagne flowed and guests noshed on canapés laid out in 
a painterly tablescape until city laws got in the way—at 1am, the 
party had to end, at least at that venue. 

The after-after-party took place in the streets of Kyoto as 
partygoers variously dispersed, full champagne bottles in hand,  
in search of each other, adventure and ramen, not necessarily  
in that order. 

As for the bride and groom, after a seemingly long and aimless 
stroll through Kyoto, they ended up with a few of the wedding 
party at an outlet of the 24-hour noodle chain Ichiran, where the 
laughs were loud and shamelessly so, new friendships were forged, 
and bowls of ramen were slurped joyously—a dream ending to the 
best day of their lives. 
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“Be present and enjoy the day as much as possible; the day goes by way too 
quickly. Also, try to figure out a way to spend time with everyone, as much 

as possible, as you typically don’t really get to!”—Laura & Hiro
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The February nuptials of Jessica Jann and 
Kenneth King were filled with family fun  

and fabulous flowers, writes Rachel Duffell

Winter 
Wonderland

essica Jann and Kenneth King were in it together 
from the start. As soon as wedding planning started 
following the couple’s engagement in Bali in April 
2018, Jessica was delighted to find her groom on top 
of everything.

“I was really lucky because Kenneth is such a great organiser 
and helped out so much throughout the entire process,” she says. 
“He pays such attention to detail. We really worked on the whole 
wedding together—him even more than me. I know most brides-
to-be struggle with planning, but I had Kenneth here helping me 
every step of the way.”
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The couple’s teamwork proved important, 
as they had just 10 months to plan their big 
day, though they also had additional help from 
wedding planner Karen Wang of Tiara Wedding 
and Event Planning. She had come highly 
recommended by Jessica’s cousin, Irene Wang, 
who had used her to plan her wedding several 
years earlier.

Kenneth and Jessica had considered having a 
destination wedding but as the top priority was 
to have all the people they loved present, they 
decided that Hong Kong was most convenient, 
with much of their family living here. “This  
is our home and we are so glad we did it in 
Hong Kong,” says Jessica. That said, a number 
of family members flew in from North America 
for the big day, lending it the feel of a family 
reunion, with the run-up to the wedding 
featuring a host of other events, from happy 
hours and drinks to dinners.

When the night before the wedding finally 
arrived Jessica settled into the Grand Hyatt, 
where the couple were due to hold their 
reception the following day, and set about trying 
to follow her own advice. “The night before your 
wedding day, do try to get some sleep,” she says. 
“The next day will be long so make sure you are 
energised and well rested.”

Yet at 4.30am on the big day, Jessica was up, 
not from pre-wedding nerves but to start on hair 
and make-up. An hour later, she was joined by 
her bridesmaids, mother, grandma and aunties, 
who were also getting ready for the day’s events.

“Everyone wanted enough time to take 
pictures before the groom and groomsmen 
arrived,” says Jessica. With the photographs 
taken care of, the boys arrived for the traditional 
door games to “win over” the bride, which 
involved all manner of entertainment, from leg 
waxing (for the groomsmen) to wasabi shots 
and singalongs to classic tunes by the Backstreet 
Boys and NSync.

This proved the perfect light-hearted prelude 
to the day’s events. “The games in the morning 
were hilarious and really took the edge off,” 
says Jessica, whose pre-wedding nerves were 
beginning to take hold.

The morning’s church ceremony took place 
at St John’s Cathedral in Central. Emotions 
were high. Jessica’s flower girls and boys led 
the way, followed by her six bridesmaids. “The 
moment I saw them walking down the aisle, I 
started to calm down a bit,” says Jessica. “My 

JESSICA AND KENNETH  |  CELEBRATIONS
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WEDDING DETAILS
 

BRIDE’S OUTFITS: Gold kua borrowed from 
Jessica’s cousin Irene Wang, one of the 

bridesmaids; wedding gown by Vera Wang for 
the ceremony; teal gown in French lace and red 

gown in tulle by Pius Cheung of Moirae  
for the evening reception

BRIDE’S SHOES: Rene Caovilla

GROOM’S SHOES: Jimmy Choo

 BRIDESMAIDS’ OUTFITS: Monique Lhuillier 
Bridesmaids Collection

WEDDING PLANNER: Karen Wang at Tiara Wedding 
and Event Planning 

DECORATIONS: Foundation Wallflower 

PHOTOGRAPHY: Joe Wong at 
KC Chan Photography

VIDEOGRAPHY: AP Studio 

MUSIC: Live band OnPoint during the evening 
reception; live performance by Jessica’s niece, 
Jasmine Yen, during the couple’s first dance; 

Kenneth’s cousin, Daryl Poon, sang  
during the church ceremony

 HAIR: Johnny Lam at il Colpo 

MAKE-UP: Kayan Makeup 

FLOWERS: Yan Chui at Jade’s Paradise for the 
bouquets; Foundation Wallflower for the flower 

arrangements at the reception  

INVITATIONS: The Treo Design Studio 

WEDDING FAVOURS: Rum cakes from  
Drawing Room Concepts 

WEDDING CAKE: Grand Hyatt Hong Kong

“Don’t stress over the little 
things. The day will fly by and 
the worse thing you can do is 

worry. Try to enjoy yourself and 
remember as much as you can”

 —Jessica & Kenneth

CELEBRATIONS  |  JESSICA AND KENNETH
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dad held me close and kept hold of my hand. 
Looking out and seeing all my family, friends 
and loved ones made me super emotional 
and I teared up a bit.” 

The ceremony proceeded without a 
hitch and was followed by a family lunch 
at the Hong Kong Club and a traditional 
tea ceremony for the whole family. “It’s a 
wonderful Chinese tradition to pay respect 
to all our elders,” says Jessica, who wore 
a stunning golden kua borrowed from her 
cousin Irene for the occasion.

“The kua is something that should be 
passed down from your mother or an elder,” 
says Jessica. “Irene was so gracious to let me 
borrow hers. She’s like an older sister to me 
and it was so meaningful.” 

The kua was specially designed for Irene by 
Hong Kong-based designer Cecilia Yau. “It’s 
one of the most stunning things I’ve ever seen 
let alone been able to wear,” says Jessica of 
the outfit.

Aside from the kua, the bride had already 
wowed everyone at the church ceremony in a 
stunning Vera Wang wedding dress complete 
with intricate embroidery and multiple layers. 

“I figured if I’m going to be married, I might as 
well go all-out,” says Jessica.

Two more outfits would follow for the 
reception: a red tulle gown by Pius Cheung of 
Moirae, which Jessica wore to deliver her speech, 
and an elegant teal French lace evening gown by 
the same designer.

The Grand Hyatt had been transformed into a 
flower-filled winter wonderland to complement 
the bride’s stunning outfits. Floral designers 
Foundation Wallflower decked out the hallway 
leading to the pre-function area and ballroom 
with roses, orchids, baby’s breath and other 
flowers in a palette of white, dusty pink and 
green, while the ballroom itself featured a 
magnificent central hanging flower structure 
under which the couple performed their first 
dance to Ed Sheeran’s Perfect, sung by Jessica’s 
15-year-old niece, Jasmine Yen. Guests then hit 
the dancefloor fuelled by cocktails named after 
the bride and groom’s initials, The JJ and The KK.

The reception, Jessica says, “was just so magical, 
every part of it. I just wished I had more of a 
chance to talk to everyone who came. But towards 
the end, I really started to relax and to enjoy every 
minute of it.”  
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BOLD AND BRILLIANT 
Clockwise from bottom left:  

Bracelet in 18-karat Fairmined white gold  
set with pear-shaped diamonds and  

round-shaped diamonds from the Green 
Carpet Collection by Chopard; Plume de Paon 

pendant earrings in white gold set with two 
rose-cut diamonds, paved with diamonds 
by Boucheron; Tiffany ring in platinum set 

with round brilliant diamonds and an 8-carat, 
emerald-cut diamond; earrings set with round- 

and pear-shaped diamonds totalling 12.75 
carats from the Carissa collection by Graff; 
Guipure necklace set with 55.69 carats of 

diamonds by Harry Winston; Insolence earrings 
in rhodium-plated white and pink gold set with 

diamonds by Chaumet; Tiffany ring in  
platinum set with brilliant-cut diamonds  

and a 10-carat, heart-shaped 
diamond by Tiffany & Co

34 
JEWELS TO TREASURE 
From romantic florals to modern 
minimalism, ensure enchanting 
style with diamond rings, plenty of 
pearls and whimsical structures

28 
LOVE SPRINGS ETERNAL 
Prepare for your walk down the 
aisle with exquisite jewellery by 
Graff that will add a touch of 
sparkle to your outfit



KEEPSAKES  |  COVER FEATURE

THAT BRIDAL GLOW
Pavé Butterfly Collection earrings 
set with round- and marquise-cut 
diamonds totalling 5.10 carats; 
Pavé Butterfly Collection bracelet 
set with round- and marquise-cut 
diamonds totalling 5.48 carats; 
Constellation ring set with a 
round-cut, 2.16-carat diamond; 
Laurence Graff Signature 
wedding band in white gold set 
with pavé diamonds, all by Graff. 
Gown by Viktor & Rolf, available 
at The Loft Bridal

Love
Eternal

Prepare for your walk down the aisle 
with exquisite jewellery by Graff that  
will add a touch of sparkle to your outfit 
and forever remind you of the moment 
when you said “I do”

Photography RICKY LO
Styling ROSANA LAI
Shot on location at The Murray Hong Kong





MOMENTS TO TREASURE
Earrings set with multi-

shaped diamonds totalling 
12.97 carats; necklace set 

with multi-shaped diamonds 
totalling 63.45 carats; 

bracelet set with round-cut 
diamonds totalling 16.13 

carats; Icon ring set with an 
oval-cut, 3.20-carat diamond; 

Laurence Graff Signature 
wedding band in white gold, 
all by Graff. Gown by Viktor 
& Rolf, available at Designer 

Bridal Room     



COVER FEATURE  |  KEEPSAKES

BEAUTIFUL AND RADIANT 
Classic Butterfly Collection 

earrings set with multi-shaped 
diamonds totalling  

21.64 carats; Promise ring 
set with a pear-shaped, 

4.09-carat diamond; Eternity 
ring set with round-cut 

diamonds, all by Graff. Gown 
by Zac Posen, available at 

Designer Bridal Room 



KEEPSAKES  |  COVER FEATURE

MODERN PRINCESS 
Tiara set with multi-
shaped diamonds totalling 
41.51 carats; earrings 
set with round-cut 
diamonds totalling 10.01 
carats; bracelet set with 
multi-shaped diamonds 
totalling 60.90 carats; 
Promise ring set with a 
round-cut, 5.74-carat 
diamond; Eternity ring set 
with round-cut diamonds 
totalling 2.18 carats, all 
by Graff. Gown by Marc 
Bumgarner, available  
at Audella Bridal   
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LUSCIOUS ORBS
 Clockwise from top left:  

Moisson de Perles bracelet in white gold set 
with cultured pearls and diamonds by Chanel; 

Jeux de Rubans necklace in white gold set 
with akoya pearls and diamonds by Mikimoto; 

earrings in white gold set with pearls and 
diamonds from the Animal World 

collection by Chopard   

JEWELLERY SHOWCASE  |  KEEPSAKES

Photography JENSEN HOI  
Styling EMMA LAUREN

Treasure
From romantic florals to modern 

minimalism, ensure enchanting style with 
delicate diamond rings, plenty of pearls 

and whimsical structures

to



IN FULL BLOOM
Clockwise from bottom left: Scarlett 
long necklace in pink gold set with 
diamonds, rubies, pink sapphires, 
amethyst beads and white cultured 
pearls by Van Cleef & Arpels;  
Rose Dior Pré Catelan ring in 
pink gold set with amethysts and 
diamonds by Dior; Forget-me-not 
earrings set with diamonds and pink 
sapphires by Harry Winston;  
Pompon necklace in white gold set 
with akoya pearls, mother-of-pearl 
and diamonds by Boucheron

Opposite page clockwise from top 
left: Blooming Lotus high jewellery 
necklace in white gold set with 
diamonds and a 5.02-carat  
centre diamond by De Beers;  
Folies des Prés earrings and  
necklace in white and pink gold  
set with diamonds and rubies by 
Van Cleef & Arpels; Curved Feather 
earrings in white gold set with 
diamonds by Chanel



JEWELLERY SHOWCASE  |  KEEPSAKES
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MAKE A STATEMENT 

Anti-clockwise from bottom left:  
Ring set with a 9.8-carat, oval-cut 

ruby framed by two white diamonds 
by Harry Winston; ring set with a 

10.21-carat, cushion-cut sapphire by 
Harry Winston; Diorella ring in yellow 

gold set with diamonds, aquamarine, 
pink and purple sapphires and lacquer 

by Dior; Aella ring in yellow gold set 
with diamonds and a 6.63-carat 

diamond centre stone by De Beers; 
ring in platinum and yellow gold set 

with a 5.93-carat, cushion-cut fancy 
intense yellow diamond framed by 

white diamonds by De Beers
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PUT A RING ON IT

Clockwise from bottom left:  
HW Logo bands by Harry Winston;  

My Dior ring by Dior; Graff Laurence 
Signature rings by Graff; Quatre rings 

by Boucheron; Liens Evidence rings 
by Chaumet; Talisman bands by De 

Beers; Paloma’s Melody five-band 
rings by Tiffany & Co  
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LADY OF THE MANOR  
Dress by Suzanne Neville; 
hat by FAO Millinery; 
earrings by Anissa 
Kermiche; necklace and 
rings by Tiffany & Co 



STYLE DOSSIER

50 
TALE AS OLD  
AS TIME
There’s a hot new 
destination when it  
comes to exquisite  
bridal wear—Israel

42 
CROWNING GLORY 
Today’s prettiest gowns 
prove the modern bride 
doesn’t need a three-
metre train to look  
like a princess 

56 
SHINE BRIGHT
The latest skincare 
and make-up products 
that are perfect for 
brides-to-be planning 
a summer wedding

58 
BEYOND THE 
BRIDAL BLUSH
The hottest new releases 
to keep your glow going 
for all those selfies in 
honeymoon paradise



STYLE DOSSIER  |  FASHION SHOWCASE

Crowning
Glory

From short hemlines to simple silhouettes, 
today’s prettiest gowns prove the modern 

bride doesn’t need a three-metre train  
to look like a princess

Photography LEE MALONE 
Styling DEE MORAN

Shot on location at Ashford Castle, Ireland

WILD CHILD
Dress by Mother 
of Pearl; earrings 
and necklace 
by Amanda 
Wakeley; rings  
by Tiffany & Co
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FASHION SHOWCASE  |  STYLE DOSSIER

LOYAL FOLLOWING 
Dress by Suzanne Neville; hat by FAO Millinery; earrings by Anissa 

Kermiche; necklace and rings by Tiffany & Co 
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ROYAL ROBES  
Cape and dress by Jenny 
Packham. Opposite page: 

Dress by Viktor & Rolf; 
bracelet by Tiffany & Co
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QUEEN SIZE 
Robe by Jenny Packham; dress and necklace by Amanda Wakeley Bridal; earrings by 
Anissa Kermiche; rings by Tiffany & Co. Opposite page: Dress by Ermanno Scervino; 

top by Katya Katya; skirt by La Perla; rings by Tiffany & Co
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Old
As

As

Tale
Paris might be the centre of fashion 
but there’s a new destination when it 

comes to exquisite bridal wear—Israel. 
Rosana Lai discovers the ancient 

region’s best designers



Berta 
Israeli designer Berta Balilti, who founded 
her namesake brand in 2004, has been 

lauded for her striking, figure-hugging gowns. 
The latest collection stays true to this signature 
silhouette with subtle Grecian references like 
caped sleeves, floral collars and mesh panels 

inspired by the city of Athens, where the 
collection was also photographed. The 
plunging gowns and corseted details 

remain a favourite among fans. 
berta.com

WEDDING GOWNS  |  STYLE DOSSIER

 5 1



Galia Lahav 
Founded in 1984, Tel-Aviv couture house 

Galia Lahav has become synonymous with its 
glamorous, romantic bridal wear. Most recently, 
the Alegria collection taps into the Latin flair of 
Portugal, drawing inspiration from the country’s 

beautiful palaces and regalia to make lavish trains 
and rich embroidery from shimmery lace and 
tulle. The culture’s azulejo tiles also influenced  

the shape of the blossom appliqués and 
cascading floral patterns. 

galialahav.com

STYLE DOSSIER  |  WEDDING GOWNS
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Inbal Dror 
Tel Aviv-based designer Inbal Dror’s 

gowns can be easily recognised by their 
translucence and subtle provocativeness—

think delicately beaded “fairy” sheaths and airy, 
plunging dresses. This season’s columns feature 

more barely-there gowns, most dusted with 
glittering beads. Dror’s designs are for the bride 

who’s not afraid to show a little  
(or a lot) of skin, which is why they’ve 

become favourites among women 
opting for a beach ceremony.  

inbaldror.com

 5 3



Mira Zwillinger 
Led by mother-daughter duo Mira and Lihi 
Zwillinger, the bridal house is known for its 

sensual and timeless gowns and has grown into 
an international brand. Favouring more modest 
designs, even sheer columns often come with 
capelets, and floral appliqués tend to be the 
core of the embellishments, applied sparingly 
over simple yet sophisticated shapes. There’s 

certainly something for youthful and more 
mature brides alike. 
mirazwillinger.com

STYLE DOSSIER  |  WEDDING GOWNS
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Liz Martinez 
One of the most popular designers 

coming out of Israel is Liz Martinez. There is 
a hint of casualness even in the most heavily 

embroidered wedding gowns, be it in the 
demure cutting or short hemlines, which many 

modern brides appreciate. Shot in Cappadocia, 
Turkey, the fall/winter 2019 collection is a soft 

flurry of ethereal gowns, some with feather 
trimmings, others just layers of elegant 
tulle, all in the house’s effortless style.

lizmartinez.co.il
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STAY EXTRA
No doubt you will be smiling 
non-stop during your engagement 
period and on your wedding day, 
and it pays to have a cream on 
hand to lessen the appearance 
of wrinkles. Clarins’ new Extra-
Firming range, which includes 
a day cream, night cream and 
eye cream, contains two key 
ingredients—Australia’s kangaroo 
fl ower, which enhances skin cells’ 
regenerating properties, and the 
mitracarpus plant from Burkina 
Faso, which helps improve the 
skin’s elasticity. These active 
ingredients are combined in a 
formula that will keep your skin 
plump and smooth.

DOUBLE DUTY
Hourglass’s much-loved No. 28 

Treatment Oil now comes in fi ve 
fl attering shades so you can look 

good while keeping your lips silky 
smooth. The number 28 comes from 

an ultra-nourishing formula that 
contains 14 essential oils, including 

include lavender and eucalyptus, 
10 plant oils, including rose hip and 

sweet almond, and four vitamins.

The Smel l of Sunshine
Light di Gioia is the latest addition 

to Giorgio Armani Beauty’s 
Gioia line of fragrances and was 
inspired by the golden hour, 

that magical time just before 
sunset when the sunlight 

is soft and golden. The 
fragrance combines light 
citrus, jasmine and white 
gardenia with woody 
and musky notes for a 
scent that is perfect for a 
summer wedding.

TURN ON THE 
WATERWORKS
The Fresh Reviver Sorbet Water 
Mist from Dior’s Hydra Life 
range is a gel-based formula that 
comes out as a mist featuring the 
key ingredients of vitamin C for 
glowing skin and hyaluronic acid 
for intense hydration. Spray onto 
your skin throughout the day to 
help keep your make-up intact 
and your skin moisturised.

BIG DAY BEAUTY  |  THE EDIT

CURL UP
You can literally 

pump up the volume  
of your eyelashes with 

the Diorshow Pump ‘N’ 
Volume HD mascara 

by Dior, which features 
packaging that you can 

squeeze so the brush soaks 
up every bit of the new 

formula for ultra long, 
lush lashes.

Flawless Finish
Chantecaille Future Skin is an 

oil-free foundation that contains 
up to 60 per cent water, resulting 

in a lightweight formula that 
also features light-refl ecting 

pigments to lessen the appearance 
of imperfections, and extracts 
of aloe, chamomile and arnica 
to soothe the skin. Future Skin 

comes in 13 shades and contains 
no parabens, petrochemicals or 

animal derivatives.

Hourglass No. 28 
Lip Treatment Oil in 

Adorn (left) and Icon  

The latest skincare and 
make-up products ideal for 

brides-to-be planning 
a summer wedding

SHINE 
BRIGHT
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Clé de Peau Beauté has added two 
new limited edition hues to its 
Refi ned Lip Luminizer range, 

both in the prettiest shades of 
pink that are perfect for a blushing brideSummer Looks

UP THE ANTE
You have that bridal glow, 

now give it a wash of colour 
with any of the three new 

shades of Charlotte Tilbury’s 
award-winning liquid 

highlighters. Glowgasm 
Beauty Light Wands come 

in three shades—Goldgasm, 
Peachgasm and Pinkgasm—to 

add some luminosity to the 
cheekbones.

A Veritable Bouquet
Byredo’s Rose of No Man’s Land fragrance 
is now available in six scented products, 
including a body wash, body lotion, hair 
perfume and a roll-on oil. The popular 
scent starts with notes of Turkish rose 

petals and pink pepper before morphing 
into a blend of raspberry blossom and 

stronger notes of Turkish rose.

Fresh’s Sugar Mint Rush Freshening Lip 
Treatment delivers long-lasting hydration 
with the brand’s iconic ingredient, sugar, 
and a cooling sensation that makes it a 
handy item for hot summer days. And 
after the minty, fresh feeling has faded 
away, a simple smack of the lips will 

trigger the lip balm’s special time-release 
formula and leave them feeling cool again.

LISTERINE FOR THE LIPS

BEST HAND 
FORWARD

Everyone will be looking at 
your hand now that there is an 

engagement ring on that all-
important fi nger, so give them 

some TLC with Sisley’s L’Intégral 
Anti-Âge Hand Care Anti-Aging 

Concentrate SPF30. Like the 
face creams and serums in the 

L’Intégral Anti-Âge range, it 
reduces the appearances of dark 
spots, protects the skin from the 

sun and pollutants, and leaves 
it looking plump and hydrated. 

THE SCENT 
SAYS IT ALL

What is more romantic than a 
perfume inspired by love and 
the streets of Paris? Mon Paris 
Parfum Floral by YSL Beauté 

features top notes of peach and 
pear before revealing an alluring 
bouquet of heart notes from the 
datura plant and jasmine, peony 

and orange fl owers.

A TREAT FOR THE EYES
Wedding planning can cause sleepless 
nights, the effects of which are 
particularly noticeable around the 
eyes. Clé de Peau Beauté’s Enhancing 
Eye Contour Cream Supreme, which 
contains extracts from the iris 
fl orentina fl ower, revitalises the delicate 
skin around the eyes and lessens 
wrinkles. The cream is paired with 
a platinum-coated massage 
tool that can 
be used to 

reduce under-eye bags and puffi ness. 
Clé de Peau Beauté has also launched 
the Vitality-Enhancing Eye Mask 
Supreme, a sheet mask tailored to 
moisturise a bigger area around the eyes 
and help diminish frown lines.

Clé de Peau Beauté Refi ned 
Lip Luminizer in Porcelain 
Pink (top) and Glacé
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BIG DAY BEAUTY  |  HONEYMOON ESSENTIALS

Y ou’ve done 100 facials and body-slimming 
treatments, and have been waxed and 
plucked to perfection for the wedding. Now 

it’s time to jet off on your honeymoon—without 
your trusty make-up artist and professional 
photographer (and, more importantly, those 
professional retouching services). What’s a gal to 
do, left to her own devices, to keep that illusion 
of goddess-like radiance that doesn’t necessarily 
come naturally from within?

Start with a fantastic base—and we don’t mean your foundation
Healthy skin will glow from within, so your fi rst step is to apply a mask on the plane. 

Fresh’s new Rose Deep Hydration Sleeping Mask is a riff on its bestselling wash-off version. 
It’s a two-step leave-on mask that will sink into your skin without a trace so no one is the wiser, 

and uses time-release technology to provide long-lasting hydration that’ll last through the 
fl ight. Once you’re back on the ground, you’ll need La Prairie’s White Caviar Illuminating Pearl 

Infusion and White Caviar Crème Extraordinaire to get your glow back on track. 
The proprietary ingredients essentially decrease all types of pigmentation 

and allow your face to refl ect light better, giving you that effortless 
radiance you’ve always dreamed of.

WORK YOUR MAGIC 
From left: La Prairie 
White Caviar 
Illuminating Pearl 
Infusion and White 
Caviar Crème 
Extraordinaire; 
the Rose Deep 
Hydration Sleeping 
Mask from Fresh

Establish a good skincare 
routine for the evenings
In the evenings, apply 
Biologique Recherche’s 
Masque PIGM 400 sheet mask, 
available at the spa 
at Four Seasons Hotel 
Hong Kong. The mask features 
a brightening formula that 
will give your skin back the 
moisture it’s lost—whether 
you’ve been in the sun all 
day or have been battling 
drier climates—and even out 
pigmentation and redness. 
Finish up with Amorepacifi c’s 
Botanical Radiance Oil to lock 
in all the good stuff.

The Big Day over, it’s time for the honeymoon—and you want 
to keep your glow going for all those selfi es in paradise. 

Christina Ko tells how to do it with the hottest new releases
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Don’t forget the body
For an out-of-this-world luminescence 

that can be appreciated from miles away, 
try Fenty Beauty’s Body Lava Body 

Luminizer, available at Sephora. Spread it 
across your arms, shins and décolletage. 

It’s got razzle and dazzle, sparkle and 
glitter—everything you’d expect from a 
product that comes from an attention-

grabbing superstar like Rihanna.  

Wear that sun hat that says “Bride” 
but don’t forget the SPF

Before you get to primer in the morning, remember 
your UV protection. Dr Barbara Sturm’s Sun Drops, 
available at Joyce Beauty and Net-a-Porter, have an 
SPF of 50 with a serum-like consistency that mixes 

in to any of your skincare steps without leaving that 
dreaded white cast in fl ash photography.

Make good choices when it 
comes to the make-up
An illuminating multitasker like 
Charlotte Tilbury’s Hollywood 
Flawless Filter means your foundation 
will literally leak radiance, and 
you can put it on under your 
foundation or mix it directly into 
the formula. For concealer, try YSL 
Beauté’s Touche Éclat High Cover, 
a high-coverage concealer version 
of the brand’s longtime favourite 
highlighting brush pen, and then seal 

everything in place with Sisley’s Blur 
Expert velvety pressed powder, which 
uses “refl exshine” technology to refl ect 
and diffuse light while keeping your 
skin matte and oil-free.

To spend less time in front of the 
bathroom mirror so you have more time 
for sightseeing, try this quick combo: a 

wash of Clé de Peau Beauté’s Cream 
Eye Color Solo in 308 or 309—

limited-edition shades for this 
summer—across the eyelid will 

brighten the area and can be 
blended easily with your 
fi ngers. Sweep Diorskin’s 

Mineral Nude Glow from its 
Wild Earth collection in 001 across 

the cheekbones and apply a little of 
Hourglass’s new Unreal non-sticky lip 
gloss and you’re good to go.

EASY BREEZY 
From top: Dr Barbara Sturm 
Sun Drops; Charlotte Tilbury 

Hollywood Flawless Filter; 
YSL Beauté Touche Éclat High 

Cover Radiant Concealer; Sisley 
Blur Expert pressed powder; 

Clé de Peau Beauté Cream Eye 
Color Solo in 308 (left) and 309; 

Hourglass Unreal lip gloss in Child     
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CENTRE OF ATTENTION 
A centrepiece featuring spring flowers and 
edible butterflies and flowers, created by 
Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong 
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GORGEOUS DETAILS

70 
FINISHING TOUCHES 
Ideas for the tableware, floral arrangements 
and more to complete the overall look 
of your wedding

62 
MAKING MERRY
Gourmet ideas for the wedding menu, 
from the canapés to the cake, that will 
leave a lasting impression



GORGEOUS DETAILS  |  THE WEDDING MENU

Making 
Merry

g
Gourmet ideas for the 

wedding menu, from the 
canapés to the cake, that 

will leave a lasting impression

Photography MICHAELA GILES 
Styling GEMMA BLEST

Shot on location at La Rambla



From 
La Rambla  

SUMPTUOUS SERVINGS 
Miniature cones filled with crème fraîche and caviar; and black truffle  
and parmesan tartlets. Opposite page: An Earl Grey tea-flavoured wedding  

cake with rose water buttercream frosting larambla.hk
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From 
Pomegranate 

Kitchen

PRETTY COLOURS 
Parmesan cups filled with chopped beef tenderloin and topped with a tomato and basil salsa; 
and mini skewers of sundried tomatoes, baby mozzarella and Italian basil. Opposite page:  
A main course of seared salmon topped with a pomegranate gremolata and served on a bed  

of orzo pasta, baby spinach, tomato and pine nut salad pomegranate.com.hk
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From 
Mandarin 
Oriental, 

Hong Kong

FOODIE’S DREAM
Above: Scallop carpaccio tartare with lemon gel as an appetizer. Below: A main course of  
Australian Wagyu beef tenderloin served with purple potato mash, seasonal mushrooms and  
truffle veal jus. Opposite page: Coin-sized servings of slow-cooked Australian Wagyu beef tenderloin 
topped with gremolata sauce, and rice paper rolls with maguro tuna and organic edible flowers 

mandarinoriental.com/hong-kong
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From 
Bow by Laz y 

Baking

WORKS OF ART 
A salted caramel cake featuring layers of salted caramel buttercream frosting and  
decorated with white fondant frosting, handmade sugar flowers and silver foil.  
Opposite page: Cookies that can be customised with the initials of the couple and  

the wedding date dessertswithabow.com
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 14/Quartorze headpiece, 
 available on Net-a-Porter

Météorites Perles de Satin 
Light-Revealing Pearls of 
Powder, Guerlain  

 Wedding cake,   
 Sevva 

Champagne Bears (left) 
and Sugarfi na Pearls 
in pink and white,   
Sugarfi na

Floral arrangements 
for the table centrepiece,    
Ellermann 

Touches
Finishing Finishing 

Ideas for the tableware, fl oral arrangements, 
cake and more to complete the overall 

look of your wedding

 Brides de Gala 
 silk scarf,     
 Hermès

 Wild Strawberry 
 Gold cake stand, 
 tea cup and saucer,  
 Wedgwood 

 Dom Pérignon 
 Rosé Vintage,     
 Dom Pérignon 

 Cupcakes, 
 Vive Cake Boutique 

 Mineheart Poetry Plates,   
 available at A. Style

GORGEOUS DETAILS  |  STYLING IDEAS

70  

Classic and 
Romantic

ALL THINGS PRETTY 
AND ELEGANT

Honeysuckle & Davana
scented candle, 
Jo Malone



 Floral arrangement,   
 Madison Park 
 Weddings

 Dress from pre-fall 
 2019 collection,    
 Diane von Furstenburg 

 Astier de Villatte 
 and John Derian Heart 
 saucer, available at 
 Lane Crawford

Ercolano tea cart (left) 
and tray, available 

at Exclusivitiés 

Blue and white 
midi dress 
and Summerton 
straw tote, 
Kate Spade 
New York 

Loveramics and Dale 
Harris cappuccino cup,    
Loveramics

Wooden heart ornament 
and beaded coasters,

 available at Tree

 Alex Papachristidis Home 
plate and silverware,

 available on 
Moda Operandi

Vola First Gold 
champagne glasses, 
available at 
A. Style 

Floral arrangements 
for the reception area, 
Ellermann 

 Verveine 32 candle, 
 Le Labo 

 7 1

Rustic and 
Vintage

A TOUCH OF OLD-
SCHOOL MAGIC 

FOR A STORYBOOK 
WEDDING 

 Jimmy Choo Lucy 100  
 pump in blue with 
 crystal piece,  
 Jimmy Choo
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IN THE WILD 
One of the suites at the  
new andBeyond Tengile 
River Lodge, located in 

South Africa’s Sabi Sand  
Game Reserve 



ESSENTIALS  |  THE HONEYMOON

THE MURAKA AT  
CONRAD MALDIVES RANGALI ISLAND
The ultimate honeymoon destination, the Maldives 
is all about the romance of a cerulean ocean teeming 
with rainbow-hued marine life. At the Conrad Maldives 
Rangali Island, nestled in the South Ari Atoll, happy 
couples can immerse themselves even further in the 
wonders of the deep. That’s because the hotel opened 
the world’s first underwater villa, the Muraka, in 
November 2018. The two-storey villa features one floor 
that sits above water while the other is submerged 
five metres below sea level and encompasses a viewing 
theatre and a bedroom with a bathroom and walk-in 
closet, all featuring floor-to-ceiling windows so you 
can marvel at the sea life that is constantly moving and 

changing all around you, even while you are brushing 
your teeth. The top floor includes an integrated living 
room, dining room and kitchen, an en-suite master 
bedroom should you want to spend a night or two 
sleeping above the water instead of under it, an infinity 
pool and a sunset deck.

The Muraka follows in the wake of the hotel’s 
celebrated Ithaa restaurant (the name means “pearl” 
in the local language), which opened in 2004 and 
shares the distinction of being the first undersea 
restaurant in the world, featuring curved transparent 
walls that afford diners a spectacular 180-degree 
view of coral reefs and tropical fish as they dine. And 
with a total of 12 restaurants and bars, the Conrad 
Maldives is something of a dining paradise. Elsewhere, 

AWAY YOU GO
When it comes to the honeymoon, there’s no such thing as too much pampering. 

Jacqueline Kot discovers the latest resorts and experiences that will fulfil your dreams
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the resort features 150 villas and suites—the larger main island, 
Rangalifinolhu, caters to families, and the smaller Rangali island is 
restricted to adults. There’s also a third option, the Spa Retreat, a 
resort within a resort positioned off the tip of the main island that 
features both an over-water spa and over-water villas.

The resort is big on experiences—and guests at The Muraka 
get to pick from a host of exclusive experiences categorised under 
four menus: the Wanderers, the Flavours, the Soul and the Thrill. 
Options include a snorkelling experience accompanied by a film 
crew, mindfulness activities on the Muraka’s sunset deck, or a 
cooking class at the resort’s Ufaa Chinese restaurant (meaning 
“happiness) that is led by celebrity chef Jereme Leung. And to 
help you capture the perfect photos to make everyone back home 
jealous, the resort even employs “Instagram Butlers” to guide guests 
to the most picturesque locations.

IDEAS FOR 
HONEYMOONERS

Sail away on a yacht
The Maldives provides plenty of 
opportunities for romantic getaways for 
two. The Conrad Maldives has its own 
luxury yacht on which couples can sail 
away in glorious seclusion—except, of 
course, for the crew. There’s also the 
option of indulging Robinson Crusoe 
fantasies with a picnic on a deserted 
island, entirely alone. 

Island getaway
If the goal is to go full Castaway, there’s 
the Dream Island Experience, in which 
couples are taken by speedboat to their 
own private island, where the boat is 
anchored in the lagoon so they can enjoy 
the spectacular snorkelling before being 
taken ashore for a gourmet picnic, calling 
the crew when they want to leave. 

Sundowners at the suite
For happily lazy honeymooners who are 
keen to stay within the confines of the 
resort, sunset drinks with champagne and 
canapés can be organised in their villa, 
followed by a Bath Master Ritual featuring 
aromatherapy oils, candles, decorative 
flowers and more champagne.

UNDER THE SEA
The Muraka villa is 
spread over two storeys; 
the underwater level 
includes a bedroom (left) 
and a viewing theatre 
(below), while the top 
level includes vast 
outdoor areas such as 
the sunset deck (right)
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ANDBEYOND TENGILE RIVER LODGE
Situated in South Africa’s Sabi Sand Game Reserve, 
andBeyond’s newest luxury safari lodge features nine stand-
alone guest suites that all have their own unique view of the 
Tengile River. To call them suites is an understatement, as 
each measures over 2,150sqft and feels more like a little home 
in itself, complete with a spacious living room featuring a 
bar fully stocked with complimentary wines, spirits, beer 
and non-alcoholic drinks, a separate bedroom and a vast 
bathroom area with a walk-in wardrobe, his and hers sinks, a 
bathtub and a rainforest shower. And then there’s the outdoor 
space, where there is a private swimming pool and a lounge 
area. A contemporary design marked by an eclectic mix of 
materials and patterns prevails across the whole safari lodge, 
and the suites are decorated in a warm palette of brown, tan 
and orange hues accented with pops of black and green.

The spacious suites are ideal for relaxing between the 
day’s two game drives. The morning one starts with coffee 
at 5.30am before setting out with a ranger and a tracker 
in search of wildlife, including giraffes placidly chewing 
on leaves, zebras flicking their tails to ward off flies, and 
hopefully representatives of the big five: lion, leopard, 
rhinoceros, elephant and Cape buffalo. The morning drive 

ends with a refreshment stop at a picturesque spot in the 
bush, where the ranger can whip up a mocha coffee mixed 
with Amarula—a creamy, dessert-like liqueur made in  
South Africa.

After the morning game drive, guests have the rest of the 
morning and afternoon to eat, take a nap and cool down 
during the hottest part of the day with a swim in their private 
pool—from which they just might spot elephants or zebras 
ambling along the banks of the Tengile.

Breakfast and lunch are served in the main dining area, 
which also overlooks the river. Rather than a standard 
lunch buffet, guests are treated to an impressive spread of 
tapas-style dishes paired with South African wines, a rustic 
tablescape made for Instagram. 

The evening game drive often gets the adrenaline pumping 
even faster than the morning one, as dusk is when the 
predators are out hunting. Sightings might include a leopard 
stalking its prey or a pride of lions lounging after a full meal, 
all against a backdrop of dusky blues, purples and oranges as 
the sun slowly calls it a day. The drive ends on a satisfying 
note with a sundowner somewhere in the bush, where it is 
entirely possible that a mob of impala or other curious game 
will be watching while guests sip their gin and tonics. 

LAP OF LUXURY
Clockwise from left: Each 
suite comes with a private 
pool; the spacious living 
room includes a well-
stocked bar; South African 
braai dinners are served 
at the boma; an elephant 
sighting during a game drive
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IDEAS FOR HONEYMOONERS

Photo shoot in the wild
The safari lodge can organise a photo shoot  
in the bush with Andrew Schoeman, its  
specialist photographic guide, providing  
a special memento of your honeymoon. 
Schoeman can also accompany guests on game 
drives to give photographic advice on the best 
angles and lighting, as well as how to edit the 
photos afterwards.

Stargazing
All evening game drives end shortly after sunset, 
after which you drive back to the lodge under a 
night sky that becomes a sea of stars. The ranger 
can stop at an ideal spot for a little while to point 
out some of the stars for the couple and allow 
them to soak it all in.

Picnic in the bush
A breakfast picnic can be set up out in the 
bush after the game drive, complete with chilled 
sparkling wine, for the couple to take in more of 
the sights and sounds of the bush.

Private dinner 
At andBeyond Tengile River Lodge, dinners are 
served as a plated affair in the indoor-outdoor 
dining room or on the adjacent lawn. On some 
nights dinner comes in the form of a South African 
braai, the country’s beloved take on barbeque, at 
the boma—a sand-floored enclosure lit by hanging 
lamps and a roaring open fire. For honeymooning 
couples, a private candlelight dinner can be set up 
at their suite, in the living room or on the spacious 
outdoor terrace.

Supporting community projects
The Africa Foundation is a non-profit organisation 
that aims to improve the socioeconomic situation 
of rural communities near conservation areas 
across South Africa, with projects that focus 
on education, healthcare, the environment 
and developing small businesses. AndBeyond 
partners with the foundation on various initiatives 
in the areas it operates safari lodges. Guests of 
andBeyond Tengile River Lodge can visit and 
show support for projects located near the  
Sabi Sand Game Reserve, such as the Happy 
Homes Crèche, a pre-school and daycare centre, 
and the Madilika Craft Centre, a charming gift 
shop offering handcrafted ornaments, jewellery 
and other decorative objects. Proceeds from the  
gift shop help the centre’s artisans pay for 
children’s education.
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PARADISE VALLEY
Clockwise from left: The new  
Four Seasons Resorts and Residences 
Napa Valley, located at Calistoga,  
is scheduled to open in late 2019;  
the hotel is set on its own 2.3ha 
vineyard; the living room in one of the 
hotel’s standalone villas   
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FOUR SEASONS RESORT AND RESIDENCES NAPA VALLEY
With an unbeatable setting featuring vineyards, ancient oak 
trees, dramatic mountains and access to North America’s finest 
food and wine, the new Four Seasons Resort and Residences 
Napa Valley is destined to become a honeymoon hot spot for 
foodies and nature lovers alike once it opens in late 2019.

Located in the US’s premier wine-growing area, it’s set on 
its own world-class 2.3ha vineyard and winery specialising in 
the cabernet sauvignon grapes for which the Napa Valley is 
renowned. The resort’s rustic chic aesthetic will make guests 
feel like they’re the boss of a particularly upscale winemaking 
enterprise. Accommodation options ideal for honeymooners 
include the Resort, Palisades and Vineyard Suites, all 
measuring a generous 960sqft, but for such a special occasion, 
why not splash out on the magnificent 3,395sqft standalone 
Estate Villa?

Spa facilities include eight treatment rooms. The resort 
will lay on relaxing massages for two and other treatments for 
honeymooners. But the biggest drawcards are the spectacular 
setting and the food and wine options. In addition to its 
own vineyard and the renowned wineries that surround it, 
Four Seasons Napa Valley benefits from access to superb 
local produce and can call on the expertise of talented local 
chefs thoroughly versed in California’s sophisticated culinary 
culture. Specific food and beverage experiences on offer to 
honeymooning couples include champagne breakfasts in the 
privacy of their room, candlelit dinners, picnic baskets full of 
local goodies and, of course, wine tasting for couples.

In addition to the honeymoon, Four Seasons Napa Valley is 
also a compelling option for the big day itself. Hosting just one 
wedding a day, it has a range of suitable venues, including the 
Vineyard Barn and the Lakeside Lawn, nestled spectacularly 
amid the vines and able to accommodate groups from 12 to 
220. There’s even an Elopement Package for those who want 
to get married in total privacy.  

IDEAS FOR HONEYMOONERS

Wine tours, of course
With beautiful scenery, eye-catching winery 
architecture and some of the world’s most sought-
after grapes, a wine tour is a Napa must. You 
could design your own, of course, but someone’s 
got to drive, so hiring an experienced guide will 
mean that you can sample delicious wines without 
worry. Tours usually include the area’s high-profile 
producers, such as Opus One, Robert Mondavi 
Winery and Beringer Vineyards, but try to include 
some smaller, boutique wineries such as Patel 
Winery and Morlet Family Vineyards.

Fine dining
Napa’s other great attraction is its spectacular 
dining scene. There are too many options to 
list, from fine dining to Cali casual, but the 
unmissable headline attraction is Thomas Keller’s 
world famous French Laundry. Also garnering 

plentiful plaudits of late is the Michelin-starred Solbar 
at the luxury Solage resort, and The Restaurant at 
Meadowood at Meadowood Resort.

Check out the local festivals
Festival Napa Valley, organised by local business 
leaders, includes a huge range of music and theatre 
events at venues including wineries. The Napa Valley 
Film Festival runs through the spring—and inevitably 
also takes in food and wine. And the annual music 
festival BottleRock has attracted headliners such as 
Bruno Mars, Snoop Dogg, Stevie Wonder and the  
Red Hot Chili Peppers.

Day trip to San Francisco
Absence does make the heart grow fonder, so if you 
want a short reprieve from all the delicious wine and 
amazing scenery in Napa Valley, the sights and sounds 
of San Francisco are just 90 minutes away by car.
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Garden Suite
With a spacious dining room and outdoor terrace 
overlooking the harbour, the Garden Suite boasts 

spectacular views and a romantic, intimate 
atmosphere that’s perfect for a cosy yet stylish 

ceremony for up to 50 guests. Guests arrive  
at the space via a private lift, adding an extra air 
of exclusivity, while candlelight adds to the sense 
of magic. The suite is an excellent option if you’re 

looking for something outdoors, too. 

Felix
Designed by Philippe Starck, the contemporary 

European fine-dining restaurant boasts an 
effortlessly elegant ambience. It enjoys sweeping 

views—thanks to floor-to-ceiling windows and its 
position on the 28th floor—and a crystal chandelier 
and votive candles set a romantic tone. Mixologist 

Marko Petrovic, drawing on his experience in  
far-flung locales such as Dubai and Doha, can whip 

up delectable drinks at the new cocktail station.  
Felix can accommodate up to 110 guests, depending 

on how you set up the ceremony.

FOR THE CEREMONY

The Peninsula offers a wealth of venues, from fine 
dining restaurants to spectacular suites and terraces, 

all under one roof, providing the perfect setting for 
wedding celebrations, writes Leanne Mirandilla

hen planning a wedding, deciding on 
the venue can often be the biggest and 

toughest decision. Taking the reception 
and after-party into consideration can 

make the process even more complicated, 
especially when your vision of the big day incorporates 
a bevy of different vibes.

The Peninsula, however, offers an abundance of 
luxe locations that will take you from the wedding 
ceremony right through to post-dinner drinks, allowing 
guests to enjoy a variety of ambiences without the 
inconvenience of moving from one destination to 
another. The best bit, of course, is that all the magic 
happens within one of Hong Kong’s most storied 
hospitality landmarks.

Say your I dos in the splendid yet intimate Garden 
Suite before celebrating over a traditional banquet 
at Cantonese fine-dining restaurant Spring Moon and 
then segue to Salon de Ning for after-party drinks. Or 
perhaps French or contemporary European fare are in 
order? If so, they’re covered, too.

Regal Revelry
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FOR THE AFTER-PARTY

Salon de Ning
Named for the fictitious 1930s 
Shanghai socialite and bon vivant 
Madame Ning, this bar and 
lounge is a veritable boudoir and 
cabinet of curiosities steeped 
in plush velvet fabrics and 
fascinating objets d’art. Salon de 
Ning is not open to the public 
and is available as a unique venue 
for private bookings only, with 
each room following a different 
theme according to Madame 
Ning’s many travels across the 
globe, from African safaris to 
Swiss chalets. Cocktails and 
mocktails can be tailored to 
ingredient preferences as well as 
your party’s colour theme.  

Sun Terrace
This sprawling outdoor terrace will 
transport you to the deck of a yacht 
courtesy of its teak flooring, nautically 
inspired decor and uninterrupted views 
of the harbour that evoke the feeling 
of being at sea. Plenty of verdant 
greenery and furniture by French brand 
Triconfort infuse the space with the 
charm of a relaxing garden and a sense 
of understated luxury. The terrace can 
seat up to 120 guests for a banquet or 
200 guests for a cocktail reception.

Salisbury Room
With its grand white-and-gold palette 
and ornate chandeliers, the Salisbury 
Room is designed to impress. It features 
1,749sqft of space spread out over two 
generous floors and is the biggest venue 
available at the Peninsula, with room to 
seat up to 150 guests for a banquet.

Guests are welcomed by a dramatic 
foyer with a trompe l’oeil ceiling 

before making their way into the main 
ballroom. The menu can be customised 
according to guests’ preferences and 
dietary restrictions, and you can 
include dishes from the hotel’s other 
fine-dining restaurants. 

Gaddi’s
Hold your nuptial celebrations at the 
iconic French restaurant, which can 
seat 80 people, and you’re in for a 
grand time indeed. The private dining 
room features views overlooking the 

hotel’s beautiful courtyard. Lunch and 
dinner are three- and five-course sets 
respectively, but the restaurant can 
create personalised menus, too—and 
even arrange a champagne trolley.    

Spring Moon
The Michelin-starred Cantonese 
restaurant serves top class cuisine 
in interiors inspired by art deco and 
traditional Chinese design. Spring Moon 
has a number of dining rooms that 
can be connected for larger events. A 
screen and projector are available, too. 
Consider including signature dishes 
such as its fried lobster and prawns with 
spring onions and butter sauce, or deep 
fried crab shell stuffed with crab meat 
and porcini. Spring Moon is more suited 
to smaller weddings or the rehearsal 
dinner, accommodating 48 guests in a 
banquet setting.

FOR THE RECEPTION
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That’s entertainment
Create a sensation at your event by adding imaginative 
performances in addition to the live band. One option 
to consider is a magician to circulate and perform 
among the guests during the cocktail hour. This will 
encourage people to mingle outside their group and is 
something children would also enjoy. For the reception, 
ribbon dancers strike the perfect balance of whimsy 
and romance. Don’t limit yourself to the pre-dinner 
cocktails and reception though; the after-party is also 
a great time for performances, such as fire dancers 
or an eclectic drum band if the wedding is held in a 
beachside resort, or light-hearted routines by acrobats 
and musicians on stilts.

“The more-theatrical performers are best reserved 
for the reception and after-party so that the ceremony 
can remain sacred and uninterrupted,” say Clara 
Isabella Boatto and Eva Zoe Trevisan, the founders and 
creative directors of Design Anarchy by Chic Weddings, 
which has offices in Amsterdam, London and Venice. 
“We love when our clients prioritise the fun in any 
celebration, whether it is palm readers, acrobats or 
dancers that resemble birds and are perched on a 
mirrored ball. We also love unique bands that have 
tambourines or saxophone players rather than  
a traditional quartet.”

And if the venue includes a pool, take inspiration 
from the movie Crazy Rich Asians and include a routine 
by synchronised swimmers. “By introducing them at 
cocktail hour, this would be a great way to get guests 
excited for the celebration to come,” say Boatto  
and Trevisan.

Engage the senses
Many events these days immerse the guests in a full 
sensory environment with interactivity between sight, 
sound, smell, touch and taste. “The senses can be 
manipulated using out-of-norm methods,” says Lelian 
Chew, founder of the Wedding Atelier, which is based 
in Hong Kong. “Elements might include constructing 
3D multi-material tactile walls that add another 
dimension to feel, using scents that stimulate your 
olfactory system, or adding design elements that play 
with perspective and provide visual stimuli.”

The venue can also be transformed using 3D video 
mapping, which allows guests to walk through an 
ordinary venue feeling as if they are in a completely 
different environment. “The sense of mystery and 
magic is truly brought to life when the content imagery 
is juxtaposed with the space and environment, such as 
creating a light show within an old industrial oil bunker 
styled with mirrors to reflect the multiple refractions of 
lights like in a prism,” says Chew.

Strike a pose
Your guests are dressed to the nines for your special 
day, so having a fashion illustrator on hand to do 
sketches of them is a fun activity for the cocktail hour 
and allows each guest to take home a customised 
wedding favour. “The illustrator can create on-the-spot 
sketches of your guests within minutes,” says Chew, “a 
perfect keepsake for guests and a unique way to capture 
the magical moments at your wedding.”

You can also borrow a page from children’s birthday 
parties—with a chic twist that makes it more suitable 
for adults and will add an element of wonder and 
surprise for later in the night. “Commission a special 
artist who can change the look of the guests by drawing 

Y ou’ve got your something 
old, something borrowed and 
something blue, but what about 

something exceptionally new? We’ve 
asked some top wedding planners 
around the world to put together 
some out-of-the-box ideas, from 
transformational decor to surprise 
performances, that will help make 
your day the most talked about and 
unforgettable event of the year.

For adding that extra wow factor to your wedding, 
Steven Crane highlights some unique ways to entertain 

your guests and keep the party going

SOMETHING
NEW
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interesting fluorescent patterns on their bodies or 
faces that can only be seen under a special light 
used on the dancefloor,” say Boatto and Trevisan of 
Design Anarchy by Chic Weddings.

Get guests involved
Interactive elements for the guests at unexpected 
times help keep the party going and the energy 
levels up.

“I think a break away from the typical live band 
and DJ is the most fun,” says Mark Niemierko, 
founder of his eponymous London-based weddings 
and events firm. “A fun factor later in the evening 
will be to have a tarot card reader set up shop 
somewhere. And if your venue can’t extend 
beyond 12am, have the after-party at the hotel or 
somewhere else where you can arrange for an open 

bar and a pianist to play song requests to create a  
group singalong.”

The grand finale
Fireworks, like no other wedding entertainment, will 
finish off your wedding in style. But as Beth Helmstetter, 
the CEO and creative director of Beth Helmstetter 
Events in Los Angeles, notes, there should be one last 
wow moment during the getaway. “Bring in a vintage 
car to strike up nostalgia among guests, with fireworks 
lighting the way as you drive off at the end of the  
night,” she says.

The following day, Helmstetter suggests, instead of 
a farewell brunch, give guests breakfast-in-bed kits. 
“A sweet box filled with doughnuts and iced coffee or 
croissants and juice is a memorable takeaway and allows 
guests the luxury of sleeping in the next day,” she says.  IM
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THAT SPECIAL TOUCH Add some pizzazz to your wedding with offbeat ideas to entertain guests such as  
(clockwise from above left) a routine by synchronised swimmers; a live band featuring saxophones and trumpets;  

acrobatic acts; an illustrator; and a tarot card reader 
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reathtaking blooms are part and 
parcel of any romantic wedding 
day—and now the floral flourishes 
can extend to your bridal footwear. 
The back of Giuseppe Zanotti’s 

new Peony sandals are dominated by head-turning 
appliqué peonies, each featuring 15 petals. The flowers 
are attached to pink satin uppers and fastened with an 
ankle strap, that sit atop 11.5cm stiletto heels. Works 
of wearable art, they’re also examples of supreme 
craftsmanship, with each shoe taking Italian artisans  
at least five hours to make. Available in an alluring 
shade of dusty pink, the Peony sandals will have you 
sitting pretty from head to toe.  
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